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Motivation



Euler equations

Differential form



Euler equations
For finite-volume 
scheme, we work 
with integral form

Domain of interest is divided 
into small control volumes Vi



Grid in astrophysics

http://http.developer.nvidia.com/GPUGems3/
elementLinks/22fig03.jpg



Singularities at poles and origin

Time steps severely limited by CFL condition

Spherical polar grid



Yin-Yang grid

Pole-problem solved

But, singularity at the origin still remains

e.g., Melson et al. (2015)

Kageyama&Sato (2004)



Method



Three main references



An Apsara is a female spirit of the clouds and 
water in Hindu mythology.
Apsaras are said to be able to change their 
shape at will.

(figure from wikipedia)



Mapped grid technique

Credit: http://www.innovative-cfd.com/cfd-grid.html

Non-uniform grid in 
physical space is mapped 
to equidistant Cartesian 
grid in computational space



Mapped grid technique

Define one-to-one mapping function



High-order mapped grid technique

Approximate the volume and face integrals to 
high-order using Taylor expansions

4th order cell average 4th order face average



High-order mapped grid technique

Product of two functions

Similarly, for face averages use only 
transverse gradients here

Use RK4 for time 
integration



High-order mapped grid technique

How to calculate <N>??

We need to be very careful here --> 
Freestream preservation

Consider an initial condition where 
rho=p=const. and u=v=w=0



How to calculate fluxes <F>??

High-order mapped grid technique

<JU>i ---> <U>i ---> Ui ---> Wi ---> <W>i

Non-linear conversion

then, reconstruct ---> solve Riemann 
problem ---> get new <W>i+1/2

<W>i+1/2 ---> Wi+1/2 ---> Fi+1/2 ---> <F>i+1/2



Testing the code

Linear advection

1D

u=1

t=10



Testing the code

M1

2D

u=1, v=0.5

t=2



Testing the code

Linear acoustic wave

Non-linear terms intervene



Testing the code

Linear acoustic wave

Self convergence





Failure of Roe type flux



APSARA can capture low-
mach number flows better



Testing the code

Non-linear vortex advection

M1

M2

Non-smooth grid destroys convergence



Single block circular domain

Low quality grid 
cells along 
diagonals



Mapped multi-block grid



First results

Linear advection

t=2

Gaussian profile, u=1, v=0.5

4th order convergence achieved



First results Gaussian acoustic pulse



Conclusion

- Developed 4th order accurate hydrodynamic code APSARA

- test (smooth flow) problems show 4th order convergence
- better behavior for low Mach number flows

- Extension to multi-block grids in progress … first results looking 
good

Outlook

- Flows with discontinuities (e.g., dissipation mechanisms for 
shocks, steepening of contact discontinuity)

- Multi-fluid advection

- Self-gravity



Preliminary

PROMET

APSARA


